
Right Message, Right Time 

Membership Directors benefit from location-based marketing because it allows them to provide members with relevant and 
personalized offers and messages. In the hospitality market, 84% of marketers currently use location data in their marketing 
communications. Through the use of a combination of geofencing, beacons, a mobile app, and CRM, clubs can refine targeting 
and segmentation, increase member engagement, enhance user experience and personalization, elevate retention strategies, 
and gain audience insights through tracking and attribution.

How Does the Clubessential Location-Based Marketing Suite Work?

Members spend a lot of time on their mobile devices every single day. That is a fact.  Clubessential’s new Location-Based 
Marketing Suite empowers clubs to deliver exceptional experiences to members on their mobile devices through messaging 
and offers, scale marketing programs, and make data-driven decisions. Location-based marketing utilizes different techniques 
and solutions to target members based on their location. 

Through the use of Clubessential’s geofencing, beacons, mobile app, and CRM, clubs can execute proximity marketing. When 
a member is in a specific location and has enabled their mobile app and bluetooth to receive notifications, targeted and 
personalized communications are triggered and delivered to that member. 

• Geofencing  
Geofencing leverages GPS, and is great for large areas, like the club perimeter, outdoor areas, and in case members do 
not have bluetooth turned on on their devices. 

• Beacons  
Beacons are well suited for indoor and outdoor locations where devices cannot receive a GPS signal, and for pinpoint 
accuracy, like knowing a member is in a specific room at the club or at the turn ready for a push notification reminder to 
order food. 
 

By utilizing both solutions, coupled with the Clubessential mobile app and CRM, clubs can deliver exceptional member 
experiences while deriving valuable engagement insights.

As clubs strive to create exceptional experiences for their members, there’s a need for technology that will allow 
them to reach people at the right time with the right message. With over twenty years serving private clubs, 
Clubessential’s strong history and mobile-first approach creates a smooth transition for its customers as they 
deploy these new member-focused experiences.
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Learn more about Clubessential by visiting www.clubessential.com or calling (800) 448-1475.
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Product Features At-a-Glance

Why is Clubessential the Best Choice for My Location-Based Marketing Needs?

With mobile solutions as the foundation, Clubessential’s Location-Based Marketing Suite enables clubs to deliver exceptional 
member experiences, and make data-driven decisions that deepen member engagement and connections with the club. 
Examples include:

• Geofence around the club to execute personalized ‘welcome to the club’ messages. 

• Send communications to a staff member if a delinquent member is on the property. 

• Leverage beacons to provide tailored offers, daily specials, or discounts at the dining room or pro shop. Send reminders to 
order food at the turn. 

• Geofence around the golf course, tennis courts, or pool area and send daily course conditions or weather alerts. Utilize 
beacons in specific indoor locations like the dining room or pro shop.

How Does the Clubessential Location-Based Marketing Solution Compare to Other Solutions?

• Geofencing for personalized messaging to members and staff throughout the club grounds

• Beacons to provide tailored offers, daily specials, discounts, or reminders at specific locations

• Mobile App for enhanced engagement through tee time bookings, score postings, statement and payments, kiosk 
check-in, club news,and  calendars.

• CRM for web form to lead automation, automated lead prioritization and task management, and member 
experience insights for data driven decision-making
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Scaled and segmented marketing programs

Enhanced member engagement insights 
for data-driven decision making

Improved member experiences through 
personalized and targeted communications

Increased engagement by delivering messaging 
through a member’s mobile device

How is my Location-Based Marketing Suite Supported After the Sale?

We understand staffing, resources, and time are concerns for our clients. This is why we provide implementation and project 
management services. We follow a collaborative process to plan projects around your schedule and manage your data 
migration. And we train you when your data and your systems are ready. 

Support does not conclude when implementation is complete. Clubessential is committed to excellent service. You will have 
a dedicated customer success manager and access to our online Resource Center which contains tutorials, frequently asked 
questions, and recorded training sessions. Clubessential Product Support is available Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 
p.m. EST and Saturday 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. EST. We also offer emergency support outside of office hours.

http://www.clubessential.com

